POLICE DEFEND THE NAZI's?

As a result of the arrests made at an male model escort agency recently and after attending the preliminary hearings of the trial which began in full on July 18th, the CRUSADER at the request of the owner of that Agency looked into the "ad" which was placed in the ADVOCATE newspaper which was the same which the Agency was busted for some months back yet, the telephone number and name were different. That ad then caused this Mission district legitimate agency to be set up and busted by 21 SFPD Vice cops.

This new "ad" with the new name and new phone number was found to be that of a person who was once a big shot in the American Nazi Party here in northern California under Allen Vincent. The owner of the agency when he found out the CRUSADER was conducting an investigation, telephoned Lt. Sid Patton, of the SF PD who called the CRUSADER and requested us to stop go any further. Lt. Patton, who has always been known for his high-handed tactics and threats in the PD has since been reported to his superiors. But what we at the CRUSADER ask is, "Why is he defending the Nazis and a Gay Male Model Agency?"

In addition, there are many gays here that to be associated with anyone who may or may not have association with youths under 18, is a "no no" and may be a political liability, and to hell with the rights of the gays involved.

Most all gay groups contacted have said "no" to having anything to do with it, except the Gay Voters League and the Gay Liberation Alliance. All of the other gay publications refuse to do anything except possibly persecute the persons who are being victimized by the D.A. and the Chief of Police's men in this crucial election year. Already, the CRUSADER has lost three advertisers because of our defense of those "set-up" and or accused, but we shall survive, believe that.

We cannot as yet give out the names of those under arrest at the request of their lawyers nor can we give out the youths names as yet as it might jeopardize the case. 

WARNING....all gays are asked to be cautious of the Polk Gulch area of Pine and Bush, as this is the area the "set-ups" who are set up under 18. This is most serious and entire lives and careers may be at stake, and or may be involved with youths under the age of 18 years.
Editor:

Reminiscing about the early days of Gay Lib.

retreat in 1974 in the first few years when I first came to the city. I don't recall the first and last year but I do know that was 1974. Retreat at that time was for one week in the Spring or the Fall and ran from Monday through Saturday in the hotel near the beach. Every year there were new speakers and new workshops.

In other years, it was also held in the winter, in the same hotel, and was much shorter. The first year I went, I think it was 1974, there were a few other people who came to the retreat. But now, it's a much larger event, with many more people attending. I think it's a great way to meet people and learn about the history of the movement.
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 ignoring the calls of the government. The government has a right to keep its hands off the people. We are running our own affairs. The government has no business telling us how to live our lives. We are free to do what we want.


duties

 the city. It's been a long time since I've been there, but I do remember it was a great place. It has a lot to offer. I hope to go back someday.
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Inspectors Karl Klotz and Schnieder are working on the case. Wright has been out of prison for about two years and was recently released. The victim was described as a female with curly hair, so this rules out robbery. The Police have not found any evidence in the motel room.

VICTOR RODRIGUEZ BATTED ABOUT BY POLICE...47 year young Victor who lives in the Valencia Valley area, was picked up by the police as he was walking home and for no apparent reason. He had traffic warrants outstanding, but Victor was bad!

When in San Francisco visit LE SALON...not the biggest, just the best.

The Daily Old
Frenchmen's alley you can imagine; all the action you can handle.

Erotic in the world...Flims and
Supplements aboard and Real.

LE SALON, 1119 Polk Street, Open 4 Days a week. 2 am to 6 am. (415) 577-6962

Mr. & Miss COW Contest
The Mr. Cowboy and Miss Cowgirl Contest for 1979 is off! Instead, we are looking forward to the first-ever Mr. and Miss Cowboy and Cowgirl Contest for 1980. The winners will be announced at a special event at the end of the year.

When you go to AA, you are meeting more and more of the P.O.P. which is killing people, which is destroying property, and the ones who will only talk to the police if they are no better than kidnappers, killers and should be put away for life. The "other drug" scene is growing too, up and down the Castro and Polk people will offer to sell you all sorts of "shit" and "shit can't lose!" is a saying. They will tell you that their "other drug" is about the same, if not worse than heroin.

Kate will give Big D a run for her money, believe me you. And it's not just about the money. Sobriety is where it is at!!

Partial Listing of Meetings:
- Trinity Episcopal Church, Bush & Gough 251 Hyde Street. Drop-In Center of Northeast Mental Health, 251 Hyde Street.
- The CRUSADER very strongly urges you to go and/or maybe go to AA if you drink too much and try and urge your "other-half" with them if they are having a too much drinking situation.

Gay Beginners' Happiness!!
Hot off the Press
Now available
1st Annual San Francisco & Bay Area Counties
Gay Area Private Telephone Directory
- Individual Listings (Hundreds of Guys 'n Gals listing themselves)
- Businesses & Services (ads & listings)
- Over 300 Bay Area Firms soliciting your business
- Complete Gay Bar Guide
- Other Valuable & Interesting Sections

FREE
Courtesy The Advertising Firms
(While Free supply lasts. Ask a Gay firm you patronize.)

Send $4.95 plus $1.00, postage, handling & sales tax, for a 1st Annual San Francisco & Bay Area Counties Guide.
Call (415) 641-0595 for further information.

Lockers Room
Book Store
1038 Polk Street
MAGAZINES
NOVELS
SHOWS
MOVIES
NOVELTIES

Support our Advertisers
They support you!

San Francisco Crusader

50% of all VD victims have no symptoms at all.

Gays Beaten!
A very dark man, carrying a club, was hit by the club wielding black youth, was wounded quickly from the head and the other left the area quickly. This was in the area of the restroom at that intersection, which is known to be frequented by gays there.

The Gay Help Line did notify the police after the report was made to them and they also spoke with us here at the CRUSADE.

CARTER FAILED TO MAKE A HIT
The day after President Carter made his preach-er-like pitch for support for his administration and energy, the CRUSADE telephone 39 different people and 26 of them thought he had nothing new to say. The other 13 felt that Carter wanted to do something strong, but did not know what.

Obviously the president didn't convince too many people.

Every Year or So It Does You Good to Read Something That Will Make Your Blood Boil!

Ads to sell books are supposed to go into enormous detail, lavish praise, long descriptions. We'll merely say that Thomas and Richard Tedrow have done an exhaustive job of research, their book is well written, carefully presented, and what you've suspected all along is true. The 220 pages contain facts never before disclosed. It's a book you must have on your own bookshelf, preferably toward the front.

We don't, of course, expect you to take our word for that. You're invited to examine "Death at Chappaquiddick" for 10 days on an absolute, no-strings-attached money-back guarantee. If you decide the book is not an invaluable investment, just return it within the 10 days, and we'll refund your $9.95 in full, no questions asked.

P.S. Mary Jo Kopechne did not die from drowning.

Gays Beaten!
This is not the first report of violence in the area of the 41st & JFK Drive restroom so gays are asked to exercise extreme caution in that sector of Golden Gate Park.

THE TEDROWS
The Tedrows succeeded in demolishing Ted's Brandy account of the incident-
-Louisville Courier Journal
"Demolishes Teddy."
-David Brubach, Boston Globe

THE GAY VOTE
KOPP CAMPAIGN KICKING INTO A HIGHER GEAR WITH CANDIDATE MAKING NEW ADDITIONS
Clint Richards, a man who helped Dick Hongis-ter to election as his campaign manager is now working for Christian Kopp, the gay candidate for district attorney.

Obviously the president did not convince too many people.

San Francisco Crusader

399 9th Street (at Harrison)
(415) 663-3290
MONDAY thru SATURDAY 2 PM until 8 PM
Bar open Monday thru Saturday 7 PM to 2 AM. Sunday 12 Noon to 6 PM.

Kopp is seen as a "reform candidate" this very tough election year.
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If you've read enough of this book, you'll probably want to pick up another, then another, and another. Thomas and Richard Tedrow have done an exhaustive job of research, their book is well written, carefully presented, and what you've suspected all along is true. The 220 pages contain facts never before disclosed. It's a book you must have on your own bookshelf.
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TheOLD CATHOLIC CHURCH

The Revereved Dennis Pierce-Weeks, D.D.
Resigned Bishop of the Diocese of Los Angeles and San Francisco; President of the United Catholic Conference of California and Nevada, President of the Ancient Christian Fellowship of California.

OLD CATHOLIC CHURCH

In Articles 1 and 2 and in the printing of the Statement of Faith of the Old Roman Catholic Church, I did not see any adverse impact. However, I received a letter from a member of the Church who was disturbed and I understood the telephone at the Crusader office is still ringing off the hook. Rev. Brodworth (who is an Old Roman Catholic priest) is currently, by the late Bishop Christopher C.J. Stanley, I explained to him that I could have some trouble as I like to insert this in the Examiners' column's of his career with the Examiner.

Most people would like to know why I am writing about the Old Roman Catholic Church in a newspaper that is not circulating in the US. (There are a few copies of the paper in the US, in fact, there are a few in the US.) I hope that those who read these articles will get in touch with me as I have no intention of any damage to the Church or any good intentions of writing any such articles.

Regardless of statements of the Rev. Thomas F. Dennis and Rev. Herman R. Duke, I do not believe that the CRUSADER is not just used for anti-communist purposes as suggested by the above named people .... and pray for all sick and afflicted everywhere. God loves each and everyone of you.

ATTACKS UPON CHURCH OWNED TELEVISION & RADIO STATIONS IS COMMUNIST INFLUENCE

Citizens are urged to send the FCC with literature to fight the communists as they try and take away the right for Christians in your various broadcast media facilities. Right now, the FCC is accepting such materials. It is a common American if churches are definitely

PRAY FOR AN END TO POVERTY

We urge all to pray. I think it is time to pray. In our nearest death, the nearest tragedy has taken place. At this time, I understand the telephone at the Crusader office is still ringing off the hook. Rev. Brodworth (who is an Old Roman Catholic priest) is currently, by the late Bishop Christopher C.J. Stanley, I explained to him that I could have some trouble as I like to insert this in the Examiner's column's of his career with the Examiner.

PRAYERS FOR THE HEALTH OF...our dog who was killed by a car in a matter of minutes. As a result of his death, the nearest tragedy has taken place. At this time, I understand the telephone at the Crusader office is still ringing off the hook. Rev. Brodworth (who is an Old Roman Catholic priest) is currently, by the late Bishop Christopher C.J. Stanley, I explained to him that I could have some trouble as I like to insert this in the Examiner's column's of his career with the Examiner.
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The police department of the Bay Area is well-known for its support of the homosexual community. We seek to educate the homosexual community to respect the rights of others and to end attitudes of "that's a gay city." We also work to educate the heterosexual community on the importance ofSan Francisco as a model for other cities. We want to help build a better city. This cannot be done through innuendo or half-truths.

We seek to establish standards of behavior for businesses and property owners. We work to make San Francisco a safer place, with a better quality of life for all its residents. The Crusader seeks to educate the homosexual community to respect the rights of others.

The San Francisco Crusader is an independent newspaper, free of the influence of any group or organization. We strive to present a balanced and fair perspective on all issues.

The Crusader is published every Wednesday at 154-9th Street. The Crusader is a registered trademarks of Leatherworld, San Francisco. The Crusader is printed on recycled paper.

Send your comments to:
The Crusader
154-9th Street
San Francisco, CA 94103

For more information on The Crusader, please visit our website at: www.crusadernews.com

By way of introduction...

This paper needs its leather-keen column to help make San Francisco a better place. I will be covering the leather-keen community and its events throughout the Bay Area. I will be covering the leather-keen community and its events throughout the Bay Area. If you see something interesting, let me know. (c/o) this paper.

AROUND THE MIRACLE MILE

Your basic Uniform type bar (164-6th street) is the TRENCH. Sunday will give you in these bars is this... their legal from 1400 hours to 2:00 AM, with the Saturday night service from 1:00 AM to 5:00 AM. If you have any questions, ask the bartender. Check out the D.J. scene. Be sure to visit the bar, and you can learn a lot from it. You can use theWEB, rock and roll, country rock, and a few oldies and C&W!! And oh you... requests will be played when time permits...

The WEB at 154-6th Street.

The BLACK & BLUE "Farewell deer party" was just that...the end! Only 3 bids the people showed that they cared. The $5 cover may have been part of it. There was free beer and... "FUNKY" and "anything goes" was the world. The place looks good. The WEB is a private club and MERIA were enjoying themselves...... no was some other FEVER who just one of the last dances in the Segregation House" that just happened to be hanging in the place...I think he had the best line of all. It's a private club called THE CHAINS!! The front, smaller bar is now BACKSTREET & CO. The new decor is nice with the mirrors and lights, but the disco music must GO!!!

Will the RAMROD ever be the same? You can't live on reputation for ever!

By my next stop...the sites are low, almost dark...so are the several dozen leathermen. There are a few "punk" types at the pool table & the sound of a car and roll punk. The name of the place is THE BRIG!!...not a place for the faint of heart.

FEBES......well, what can I say, FEBES is for-
tery. They have some hot new signs for a-
bout $5.

THE "BAR" the only place in the PLUNGE-
located mid-north around the pool and is a
very popular gay bar. At 114 6th Street.....(hot!!!!) the bartender, check out the D.J.'s.....so was some other PERVERT who got one of the hot dancers in the "suspension
place.....I think he had the best line of all. The back bar of the defunct Black and Blue is
vature...so was some other PERVERT who got one of the hot dancers in the "suspension
be big.

The place.....I think he had the best line of all.

The back bar of the defunct Black and Blue is
be big.

The place.....I think he had the best line of all.
COMING

A NIGHT AT THE ADONIS and THE DESTROYING ANGEL

X-RATED • COLOR • ALL MALE CAST

THE SPARTAN
150 MASON STREET

Open 10 a.m.-2 a.m.
CALL THEATRE FOR SHOW TIMES 421-5257
HELD OVER!

HAND IN HAND FILMS
presents

"GETTIN' DOWN"

featuring

JERRY FOXE as the hustler
CRAIG SHAW as the jock
CODY HOUSTON as the trucker

GREG DALE as the country boy
REX WOLFE as the athlete

written, directed & edited by TOM DeSIMONE

THE MOB HILL CINEMA
729 8th St. 706-619-9638